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This month's Random Thought Table looks at variations on a deadly theme, while Odds and Ends has extra crunchy goodies we couldn't squeeze elsewhere in the issue. If you scramble the letters of Dungeon Fantasy, you get fun and nasty ego; with this month's Pyramid, you'll
be unleashing your fun and nasty ego on any dungeons you encounter -- regardless of which side of the GM's screen you're on! To play Hammer Time, pair any number of players, add Hammer Time Cards, and then click on Play. During the next round, players draw three new

cards each round for Hammer Time. You can use an unlimited number of Hammer Time cards. The cards are placed face down in the order they were drawn. When a player is given a card, he must show the card to all players except the person who gave the card to him. After all
players have seen the card, he can play it, if he wishes, by turning it face up and placing it on the table. This month's Random Thought Table has a suggestion on how to help the party keep score on Dungeon Fantasy results: use a Dungeon Fantasy Cheat Sheet that highlights

each party's roll. The sheet could display the total number of high and low results, along with how many high and how many low. With this same sheet, you can also track the times that each party character is involved in a bout -- which, of course, will depend on who's in control
of the dice, but if anyone can cheat, anyone can be cheated. This month's Random Thought Table has a suggestion on how to help the party keep score on Dungeon Fantasy results: use a Dungeon Fantasy Cheat Sheet that highlights each party's roll. The sheet could display the
total number of high and low results, along with how many high and how many low. With this same sheet, you can also track the times that each party character is involved in a bout -- which, of course, will depend on who's in control of the dice, but if anyone can cheat, anyone

can be cheated.
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we have a specific section in the boing boing section of the wiki for those who don't want to read the tabletop section. you can learn a lot about the different games, such as dungeons & dragons, warhammer, and gurps cyberpunk. we also have a specific article on 4th edition
role-playing games. even though we recommend that you become a real victor, we've decided to share with you some of our secrets. these include the million dollar shootout, jeopardy!, and cheat engine cheat sheets. we've also included a good number of cheat codes, which

you can use to make your computers life that little bit easier. you may notice that some of the cheat codes have "interactive" in them. this means that you'll have to perform an action in a certain way to get the results you want. for example, the cartridge rom cheat code requires
that you enter the code into the game and then watch the game's intro to see if your cheat has worked or not. one nice thing about cheat engine is that it opens up a whole new world of gaming. you can take on your friend's characters in mortal kombat, or go to a school with

more than two students. you could even take on dungeons & dragons characters in person. of course, if you're brave enough to do that, you might get bitten. this month's random thought table looks at traditional mazes, odds and ends is excited to announce a new team
member who has been hard at work, and pyramid is very excited to introduce you to some of midville's new nightlife. 5ec8ef588b
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